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Abstract—Wearable accelerometers are used for biomechanical
activity monitoring in a variety of applications. In this paper, a
power-saving method is proposed in which the wearer’s activity
is detected, and the sampling rate of the device is adjusted
based on this activity. Simplified algorithms are presented for
activity detection, which are then implemented on practical
sensor networking hardware. Simulations and experiments are
presented which illustrate the potential power savings of this
method.

I. INTRODUCTION

A body area network (BAN) is a type of wireless network in
which the nodes are worn on the body; as a result, the nodes
need to be small and light enough so as not to disturb the
wearer. In this paper, we consider a BAN acting as a sensor
network, in which biomechanical activity data is collected
from accelerometers in each node, and compiled to form a
record of a person’s movement and activity. Such a BAN has
many applications, but we are motivated by rehabilitation for
patients who have suffered a stroke, as it is known that patient
activity has a major influence on stroke recovery [1].

A major concern for BANs is the lifetime of the sensor.
However, the typical strategy of putting the node to “sleep”
is not available in our application: to awaken a sensor it
takes several seconds to fully boot and record data, and
results in unacceptable loss of data since the data will not
be recorded until the sensor is fully operational. Other works
have shown hardware implementations to signal BAN sensors
to awaken from sleep mode [2], shorten the start-up period
and produce ultra-low power sensors [3]. In this paper, we
take an alternative approach, using recognition of activity to
sample active periods at a high rate, and inactivity at a much
lower (and power-saving) rate.

Other current research in activity detection has focused on
recognizing different types of activities based on classifica-
tion methods with varied methods and computational costs
[4][5][6]. Other uses of activity recognition offer software
with awareness of a user’s current activity or orientation to
allow enhanced features [7]. The purpose of our research
is to maximize the sensor’s lifetime, and deals only with the
detection of activity and inactivity to change the sampling fre-
quency of the sensor. In this paper, we develop power-saving
models and estimation methods designed to collect activity
data. Estimations of the power savings and performance of
activity detection of the models are compared by simulations

performed on lab-collected activity data. We also implement
the models on our sensor platform to test its effectiveness in a
practical situation. Our results show that considerable power
savings are available using this method.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we introduce the mathematical features of the
problem, and relate the sampling rate to power consumption
in practical hardware. In Section III, we give our activity
estimators. In Section IV, we give results illustrating the power
savings achieved by our methods.

II. METHODS

As mentioned in the introduction, our approach is to sample
active data at sampling frequency fac, and inactive data at
sampling frequency fin < fac. To provide a useful level of
data to the medical practitioner, we set fac = 100Hz, while
inactive data is not useful except to identify the transition to
activity.

The sampling frequencies are related by

fin = fac/u (1)

where u > 1 is an undersampling factor. A large u saves
power (by making samples less frequent), but runs the risk of
missing some samples of activity: for example, in the worst
case scenario, the user could become active an instant after an
“inactive” sample is taken, requiring at least 1/fin seconds to
obtain a single sample in which the user is active. Thus, the
design problem is to not lose active data by under-sampling
to save power, or waste power by over-sampling inactive data.

Our application uses a BAN composed of IMote2 sensors
from Crossbow Technologies. We measure current throughout
this paper, with the understanding power is proportional to
current (since the power supply is at a constant voltage). Thus,
the energy consumed by a sensor is determined by power and
lifetime. With our IMote2 sensors, we measured the current
of applications with increasing functionality using .Net Micro
Framework and a standard multimeter. Figure 1 illustrates our
power-measurement setup.

With our sensor application, we measured the current for
various sampling frequencies ranging from 1 Hz to 100 Hz,
see Fig. 2, which confirms that under-sampling lowers the
current consumption. The current can be modelled with the
parameters Ia and Ib determined by the least-squares method,



Fig. 1. Current measurement of IMote2

Fig. 2. Current measurement of sensor application, with transmitter and
receiver active (Tx/Rx), and transmitter only active (Tx only).

where
I = Iaf

2 + Ib. (2)

Let Iac and Iin represent the current using sampling fre-
quencies fac and fin, respectively. With these two operating
currents, we define an optimal current draw of the sensor
application, Ioptimal, where α is the fraction of the total run-
ning time a subject is considered active. The optimal power-
savings occurs when the application is using Iac collecting
active data at fac and collecting inactive data using Iin, or the
optimal application perfectly estimates the periods of activity
or inactivity.

Ioptimal = αIac + (1− α)Iin (3)

In a practical situation, the application must estimate activity
or inactivity to decide which sampling frequency is used. The
fraction of time spent collecting active data at fac and Iac is
defined as β, with the application’s current draw calculated by
eq. (4). If the application perfectly predicts activity, or α = β,
then Iapp = Ioptimal. We believe α will be low, 0.10 <
α < 0.20, since during a 24-hour period a stroke patient will
be active for only a few hours. This is important since, if
α → 1, then our power-saving scheme will be ineffective, as
the optimal current consumption will be Iac.

Iapp = βIac + (1− β)Iin (4)

Fig. 3. Confusion Matrix

Given the application has two states, active or inactive,
a confusion matrix is a useful tool for analyzing how well
the power-saving application estimates activity, as in Fig. 3.
In the confusion matrix, we have the following parameters:
T , the total number of samples; T0, the number of samples
correctly identified as inactive; T1, the number of samples
incorrectly identified as inactive; T2, the number of samples
incorrectly identified as active; and T3, the number of samples
correctly identified as active. The confusion matrix of Fig. 3
contains two error counts, T1 and T2, representing Type 1
and 2 errors, respectively. Type 1 errors are produced by
the application when it incorrectly estimates an acceleration
sample considered active as inactive. Since the purpose of
the application is to collect active data, we define a parameter
A, to describe the fraction of active data collected, i.e.,

A = 1− T1

αT
(5)

where A = 0 indicates no active data was collected, or if
A = 1, then all active data was collected.

Given a set of acceleration data with T samples, αT active
data samples and the required level of active data collection,
or A, then the parameters of the confusion matrix can be
calculated:

T0 = (1− α− β +Aα)T, (6)
T1 = (1−A)αT, (7)
T2 = βT −AαT, (8)
T3 = AαT, (9)

where (7) follows from (5), (9) then follows since T1 + T3 =
αT , (8) then follows since T2 + T3 = βT , and finally (6)
follows since T0 +T2 = (1−α)T . Given these definitions, to
achieve a given accuracy A, it is straightforward to show that

0 ≤ β − αA ≤ 1. (10)

Furthermore, it must be true that the optimal application will
have a current consumption of (Ioptimal − Iin)A + Iin. The
range of possible currents I with respect to A are shown in
Fig. 4, with the optimal line drawn in bold.

III. ACTIVITY ESTIMATORS

A. Activity detection from acceleration data
We investigate two different estimators: The first is based

on the magnitude of the acceleration vector described by
acceleration sample, and the second estimator predicts activity
by looking at the change in the acceleration vector.



Fig. 4. Possible current consumption as a function of A

Fig. 5. Probability density function of a

1) Vector Magnitude: Consider the magnitude of the vector
described by the three dimensions of acceleration data sample
at any instance, defined as

a[i] =
√
ax[i]2 + ay[i]2 + az[i]2 (11)

where ax[i], ay[i], and az[i] are the acceleration readings in
each dimension, in units of g. During inactivity, the mag-
nitude of the acceleration signal is the static gravity signal,
whereas during activity, the magnitude varies widely due to a
combination of forces. The probability distribution function
(p.d.f.) of a for both active and inactive periods is shown in
Fig. 5. For inactivity, the distribution appears to be white
Gaussian noise with a small variance and centered around
1 g, the gravity signal. The distribution during activity is
more complex. However, Fig. 5 suggests the use of a two-
sided threshold test, determining whether the acceleration is
significantly above or below 1 g.

In order to simplify computations, we modified the estimator
by eliminating the square root operations and division used in

the calculation of the mean:

Ea2 = nE(a2) =
n−1∑
i=0

ax[i]2 + ay[i]2 + az[i]2 (12)

≈ nE(a)2 (13)

with a modified threshold test, deciding inactive if Th∗lower ≤
Ea2 ≤ Th∗upper, and active otherwise, where Th∗lower and
Th∗upper are parameters that can be selected based on the pdf
of a.

2) Vector Difference: The previous estimator assumes the
accelerometer is properly calibrated. If it is calibrated, the
static gravity signal recorded by the sensor will not vary
regardless of the orientation. Unfortunately, this is not true
for the IMote2 sensors, where we found the static signal
can vary from 0.93 to 1.07 g. Thus, we can instead use the
difference magnitude ∆a, i.e. the magnitude of the change in
the acceleration vector from the previous sample to the current
sample.

∆a[i] =

 ∑
j=x,y,z

(aj [i]− aj [i− 1])2

1/2

(14)

This threshold test is one-sided since ∆a is positive, and a
low value of ∆a is an indication of inactivity whereas a low
value of a indicates the opposite.

Also, similar to the vector magnitude estimator, define a
simplified estimator E∆a2 , eq. (15):

E∆a2 =
i∑

k=i−n+1

∆a2[k] (15)

=
i∑

k=i−n+1

∑
j=x,y,z

(aj [k]− aj [k − 1])2.

Here we decide inactive if E∆a2 ≤ (nTh)2, and active
otherwise.

B. State Model for Activity

In order to detect transitions from active to inactive and vice
versa, we suppose that these transitions can be modelled as a
state machine with two states, active and inactive. Given a
data sample, the state machine calculates the estimator based
on the current sample and n−1 previous samples to determine
the next state. There are two different versions:

State1(u,C, n, Th)
State2(u,C, n, Thlower, Thupper)

In both state models, we guard against a premature or incorrect
change of state by introducing a count threshold, C, which
represents the number of times an estimator indicates inactivity
before changing states. The parameter n represents the
number of samples used by the estimator in the active state for
activity detection. The second state model introduces another
threshold, a lower bound, to allow the estimator using (15) to
distinguish a low a value as activity.



With the sampling of an acceleration signal, the state model
determines the present state based on the signal, the thresholds,
C, n, and the previous state. If the previous state is active,
then estimator using (12) or (15) uses n signals to estimate
activity. If inactivity is indicated, then the state is changed
only if it is consecutively detected C times. If the state
is inactive, an estimate of activity is produced from one
acceleration sample. This allows the application to quickly
detect activity from the inactive state but delays the switch
from active to inactive only if a significant number of samples
confirms inactivity.

IV. RESULTS

We combined the above models and estimators into ap-
plications, and performed simulations on collected data to
determine the best parameters that effectively collected all
of the activity data with a current consumption approaching
Ioptimal. This was accomplished by maximizing the value of
A/Iapp generated by an application and its parameters. An
optimization to a maximum A/Iapp will lead to an application
with parameters where A → 1 and Iapp → Ioptimal, see Fig.
4. To start the optimization, the parameters were uniformly
selected from ranges we believed to be valid for a given
parameter. The optimization used a partial-step procedure
where one parameter was changed to a higher and lower value
by a specific value, defined as the step, and all others held
constant, analogous to a partial derivation. From an analysis
of the generated A/Iapp values of these steps, a new set of
parameters is selected to seek another maximum, and if so,
the process is continued.

We collected two sets of data, both approximately 20
minutes, and logged the actual state of the subject with the
data during collection, and indicated the actual activity state
of the subject. The first data set, d1, was collected at fac

= 86 Hz and with α = 0.682. The second set of data, d2,
was collected at 96 Hz with α = 0.342. We present the
results of the simulation optimizations in Table I. We show
six different sets of parameters which worked equally well for
both data sets, and were selected from simulations with close
to optimal values of perfect activity collection and current
consumption. For d1, the savings are lower than d2. This
is due to its lower sampling rate which results in a lower fac

and a higher α, and both these factors reduce the savings that
can be achieved. The data set d2 also shows an acceptable
collection of activity data where A > 0.99.

We implemented the models and estimators onto our IMote
sensors and tested them in real-world application. The subject
recorded their activity as the sensor data was logged and this
was compared to the sampling frequency of the sensor data
which indicated its estimation of activity since the application
switches rates based on its estimation. Four shorter tests
are shown in Table II and confirm the results of the simu-
lations. We did not measure the current consumption during
these tests but calculated the current of the application by eq.
(4). The real-world tests confirmed our methods can achieve
close to 10% power savings.

TABLE I
STATE MODEL SIMULATION RESULTS

Estimator Ea2 E∆
a2

Model State1 State2 State2
u 9 19 15
C 85 42 90
n 2 9 26
Thlower 0.982
Thupper 1.129 1.067 0.0035
Data d1 d2 d1 d2 d1 d2

A 0.999 0.995 0.998 0.994 1.000 0.994
α 0.682 0.342 0.682 0.342 0.682 0.342
β 0.754 0.347 0.904 0.346 0.790 0.361
T1 71 203 138 250 30 251
T2 7110 896 14766 832 9258 2055
T 104040 114532 104040 114532 104040 114532
Iapp 44.77 43.25 45.18 43.20 44.86 43.28
Ioptimal 44.38 43.21 44.35 43.17 44.34 43.17
Iac 46.52 48.13 46.52 48.14 46.52 48.13
Savings 3.7% 10.1% 2.9% 10.3% 3.6% 10.1%

TABLE II
PRACTICAL RESULTS

Estimator Ea2 E∆
a2

Model State2 State2
u 15 15
C 71 90
n 4 26
Thlower 0.91
Thupper 1.172 0.0035
A 0.977 0.9868
α 0.4097 0.3593
β 0.4198 0.3771
T1 540 270
T2 1116 1278
T 57240 56781
Iapp 43.76 43.44
Ioptimal 43.68 43.31
Iac 48.01 48.01
Savings 8.9% 9.5%
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